
DISNEY PIXAR’s INSIDE OUT

ARCADE DANCE ARTS

1st  HALF of SHOW

(Update June 5th 2022)



PROPS LIST:

STAGE LEFT:

Console

- 1 memory ball
- Steering Wheel
- Light bulb
- Manual
- Clipboard
- Circle of Sadness Hoop

4 memory balls

Acro Mats (3)

Newspaper

Joy’s Pointing Stick

3 Moving boxes

3 pizza boxes

6 umbrellas

Accordion

CENTER STAGE:

Core Memory hub

STAGE RIGHT:

Baby blanket

Tub of memory balls

Sign:  A Few Years Later

Rocket ship

3 Chairs

Dinner plates & cutlery

Sign:  For Sale/SOLD

IPAD case

Map (for Mom in car scene)

Dad’s cell phone

2 pizza box

Sleeping bag

Backpack

Curtain is closed
Console is onstage in front of curtain

0:00 Play Show Intro Announcement



TRACK 1:   Joy Intro & Teen Ballet “Bundle of Joy”

0:00 - Play track

JOY (V.O):  Do you ever look at someone and wonder, “What is going on inside their head?”
Well, I know. I know Riley’s head.

- 0:57 - CURTAIN OPENS - Partially then closes again
- 1:00 - ENTER JOY - walks to STAGE LEFT ◍ ⃝ 1:10 - MEMORY BALL ON
- 1:10 - ENTER MOM & DAD from STAGE RIGHT with baby blanket (baby)

JOY (V.O): And there she was...

- MOM & DAD look at baby lovingly

MOM: Hello…Riley!

DAD: Oh look at you. Aren’t you a little bundle of joy?

- ◍ ⃝  1:28 - MEMORY BALL:  Turn to Yellow
- JOY picks up the memory ball and inspects it.  We hear a repeat of Dad’s line.

JOY: Woah!

- JOY puts the memory ball back down in the console
- 1:42 - CURTAIN OPENS - Fully
- JOY dances to CENTER STAGE and twirls around being happy
- MOM & DAD continue to rock baby on STAGE RIGHT

JOY: It was amazing. Just Riley and me, forever…for 33 seconds.

- 2:10 - ENTER: SADNESS from STAGE LEFT to console ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  BLUE
- 2:15 - EXIT - MOM & DAD - STAGE RIGHT soon after baby starts crying

SADNESS: I’m Sadness.

- JOY walks towards console on STAGE LEFT to greet SADNESS

JOY:  Oh, hello. I’m Joy, so…Can I just... if you could... I just want to fix that. Thanks.

- JOY tries to gently move SADNESS over to change ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  YELLOW

JOY (V.O): And that was just the beginning. Headquarters only got more crowded from there.

- EXIT SADNESS - STAGE LEFT  (walk around to stage RIGHT for next scene)
- JOY takes her MEMORY BALL from below the console to start the dance

★ DANCE:   TEEN BALLET “Bundle of Joy”
Jessamy with Ashley Milne, Ava Schuit, Libby Nelson & Ruby Abraham

- 2:27 - Dancers ENTER with music
- 4:40 - Dancers end ON STAGE & stay on, leave lights up



TRACK 2 - Fear Intro & Tiny Tumblers Acro “Safety Dance”

- 0:00 - Play track
- ENTER SADNESS from STAGE LEFT with Sign:  “A Few Years Later”
- SADNESS walks across stage to EXIT STAGE RIGHT
- All characters look at SADNESS annoyed
- **ACRO MATS:  Libby & Ava need to help with ACRO MATS ON to centerstage
- FEAR & JOY go to console on STAGE LEFT & use steering wheel
- 0:22 - ENTER YOUNG RILEY with rocket ship on stick
- EXIT - all other dancers

FEAR: Very nice. Okay, looks like you got this. Very good, sharp turn... Ahh! Look out!!! No!

- FEAR grabs the steering wheel
- YOUNG RILEY slows down close to edge of front of stage and moves cautiously

JOY: That’s Fear. He’s really good at keeping Riley safe.

- 0:35 - ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Change color to purple

FEAR: Easy...we’re good! We’re good…..Thank you! Thank you very much.

- JOY takes over the console again

JOY: And we’re back!

- YOUNG RILEY starts running again & exits STAGE RIGHT
- 0:44 - EXIT Characters - STAGE LEFT (*FEAR:  remains ON for dance)
- JOY -  take Steering Wheel OFF ( it goes STAGE RIGHT for car scene)

★ DANCE: TINY TOES ACRO “Safety Dance”
Emily Demarco & Elise Tymkow

- 0:47 - Dancers ENTER with music
- 2:38 - Dancers end ONSTAGE & exit STAGE LEFT during BLUE OUT
- BLUE OUT - ACRO MATS come OFF - STAGE LEFT

—-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 3:  Disgust & Anger Intro & Ele. Hip Hop “Broccoli/Dessert”

*Special Note - The first bit of this track sounds the same as Track 2 but is shorter

- BLUE OUT - STAGE LEFT - JOY, FEAR & SADNESS go to console
- STAGE LEFT - ENTER ANGER with Chair & Newspaper
- STAGE RIGHT - ENTER MOM, DAD, YOUNG RILEY - 3 Chairs & plates

- 0:00 - Play track and bring lights up
- SADNESS - sit on edge of STAGE LEFT
- DAD is trying to feed RILEY on STAGE RIGHT
- ENTER DISGUST - STAGE LEFT - as DAD starts speaking

DAD: Here we go. Alright, open.



JOY: Hmm. This looks new.

FEAR: Do you think it’s safe?

SADNESS: What is it?

DISGUST: Okay, caution! There is a dangerous smell, people. Hold on, what is that?

JOY: This is Disgust. She basically keeps Riley from being poisoned,  physically and socially.

DISGUST: That is not brightly colored or shaped like a dinosaur... Hold on guys... It’s broccoli!

- DISGUST runs to the console ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color GREEN

YOUNG RILEY: Yucky! (pushes plate away and pouts)

DISGUST: Well, I just saved our lives. Yeah. You're welcome.

DAD: Riley, if you don’t eat your dinner, you’re not going to get any dessert.

- ANGER looks up from reading his newspaper, closes it & stands up

ANGER: Wait. Did he just say we couldn’t have dessert?

JOY: That’s Anger. He cares very deeply about things being fair.

ANGER: So that’s how you want to play it, old man? No dessert? Oh, sure, we’ll eat our dinner,
right after YOU eat this! GrrrraaaAAHH!!!!

- ANGER to console & screams ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color RED
- YOUNG RILEY throws a fit.   DAD grabs a spoon and pretends it is an airplane

DAD: Hey, Riley, Riley, here comes an airplane!

ANGER: Oh, airplane. We got an airplane, everybody!

ALL CHARACTERS: Oooo!

- 1:07 - EXIT MOM, DAD & YOUNG RILEY with chairs etc. - STAGE RIGHT
- 1:07 - EXIT ALL EMOTION CHARACTERS - (Ruby & Ashley:  quickchange to Lyrical)

★ DANCE:  ELE HIP HOP “I Hate Broccoli/Dessert”
Maddie K, Addison C, Ellie Bennett, Chloe Czuba-McKnight, & Winter Huffman

- 1:10 - Dancers ENTER with music
- 2:43 - Dancers end ONSTAGE & exit STAGE LEFT during BLUE OUT

TRACK 4:  Sadness Intro & Teen Lyrical

- BLUE OUT - STAGE LEFT - ENTER JOY & SADNESS to console
- 0:00 - Play track and bring lights up



- SADNESS walks around to side of console depressed looking

JOY: And you’ve met Sadness. She...well, she...

- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color BLUE
- SADNESS pushes a button, RILEY can be heard screaming and yelling.
- JOY & SADNESS look up and around and SADNESS lays down on ground

JOY: I’m not actually sure what she does. And I’ve checked, there’s no place for her to go, so
she’s good, we’re good. It’s all great!

- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn OFF -  EXIT Characters - STAGE LEFT
- 0:22 - ENTER - Teen Lyrical from - STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  TEEN LYRICAL “Everybody Hurts”
Carleigh Morrier, Ashley Milne & Ruby Abraham

- 0:28 - Teen lyrical dancers enter
- 3:13 - Dancers EXIT with music
- BLUE OUT

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 5:  Islands of Personality:  Hockey & Goofball & Mini/Jr Acro “Clap Snap”

- BLUE OUT: ACRO MATS: ON in centerstage
- 0:00 - Play track and brings lights up
- ENTER JOY with Pointing Stick from STAGE LEFT

JOY: These are Riley’s memories and they’re mostly happy, you’ll notice, not to brag.

- Joy gestures to the wall of memory balls and walks over to the core memories

JOY: But the REALLY important ones are over here. I don’t want to get too technical, but these
are called CORE MEMORIES.  Each one came from a super-important time in Riley’s life ugh
like when she first scored a goal? That was so amazing!....
And each core memory powers a different aspect of Riley’s personality.
Like Hockey Island!  Goofball Island is my personal favorite.

- We hear “Come back here, you little monkey!” while Joy looks at a Core Memory
- 0:47 - EXIT JOY - STAGE RIGHT
- 0:47 - ENTER Mini Acro dancers from STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  MINI/JR ACRO “Clap Snap”
Evie S, Sophia Acs, Cadence Alexander, Marie Beagan, & Lucy Hibbins

- 0:54 - Dancers start ONSTAGE
- 3:22 - Dancers end ONSTAGE
- Lights stay on while dancers EXIT - STAGE LEFT

TRACK 6:  Islands of Personality & Ele Acro “We Are Family”

- ENTER JOY from STAGE RIGHT as dancers exit
- 0:00 - Play track



JOY: Yup, Goofball is the best! Friendship Island is pretty good too.

JOY: Oh, I love Honesty Island! And that's the truth! And, of course, Family Island is amazing!
The point is, the Islands of Personality are what make Riley... Riley!

- 0:25 - EXIT JOY - STAGE RIGHT

★ DANCE:  ELE ACRO “We Are Family”
Annabel Patenaude, Annelise Burt, Maddie Kemic & Addison Carmichael

- 0:32 - Dancers ENTER with music
- 2:44 - Dancers end ONSTAGE
- BLUE OUT - Dancers EXIT - STAGE LEFT
- ACRO Mats - Come OFF STAGE LEFT (put in hallway)

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 7:  End of Day, Moving Day & Jr Jazz “Funkytown”

- BLUE OUT - STAGE LEFT:  ENTER SADNESS, ANGER, FEAR & DISGUST
BLUE OUT - STAGE RIGHT:  Enter JOY with tub of memory balls

- 0:00 - Play track and bring lights up

JOY: And….we’re out!  That’s what I’m talking about: another perfect day! Nice job everybody!
Let’s get those memories down to Long Term.

FEAR: All right, we did not die today! I call that an unqualified success.

JOY: And that’s it! We love our girl. She’s got great friends and a great house. Things couldn’t
be better. After all, Riley’s 11 now. What could happen?

- 0:38 - ENTER DAD - STAGE RIGHT - puts down a Sign: “For Sale/Sold”

ALL CHARACTERS (looking at the sign):  Arrgh!

JOY: OK, not what I had in mind.

ALL CHARACTERS (looking at each other):  AIIIIIGHH!!!

- 0:40 - ENTER Jr Jazz dancers from STAGE LEFT with moving boxes
- 0:40 - Exit all characters STAGE LEFT - (bring steering wheel to STAGE RIGHT)

★ DANCE:  JR JAZZ “Funkytown”
Marie Beagan, Jane Bishop & Kate Pitre

- 0:52 - Dancers start ONSTAGE
- 3:14 - Dancers EXIT with music - STAGE LEFT
- BLUE OUT - STAGE RIGHT - need 3 chairs for “car scene”

TRACK 8a - New House Scene

- BLUE OUT - FOR SALE sign comes OFF STAGE RIGHT



- ENTER STAGE RIGHT - RILEY, MOM, DAD, JOY, ANGER, SADNESS,
DISGUST, & FEAR all characters cramped in the “car”

- DAD has Steering Wheel, JOY has IPAD
- 0:00 - Play track and bring lights up

JOY: Hey look! The Golden Gate Bridge! Isn’t that great?! It’s not made out of solid gold like we
thought, which is kind of a disappointment, but still!

FEAR: I sure am glad you told me earthquakes are a myth, Joy. Otherwise I’d be terrified right
now!

JOY: Uh... yeah.

- The car is stuck in traffic. Cars HONK and people YELL.

ANGER: These are my kind of people!

DAD:  All right, just a few more blocks.  We’re almost to our new house!

ANGER: Step on it, Daddy!

DISGUST: Why don't we just live in the smelly car? We've already been in it forever.

JOY: Which, actually, was really lucky, because that gave us plenty of time to think about what
our new house is going to look like! Let’s review the top five daydreams.

- JOY pulls out an IPAD and they swipe through, all characters hover to see

FEAR: Ooh! That looks safe!

SADNESS: That looks nice!

JOY: Ohh, this will be great for  Riley! Oh, no, no, no, THIS one.

DISGUST: Joy. For the last time, she cannot live in a cookie.

ANGER: THAT’S the one! It comes with a dragon!

JOY: Now we’re getting close, I can feel it. Here it is, here’s our new house... and...

- Everyone gets out of the car - and RILEY looks disappointed and walks to CENTER
- EXIT - MOM & DAD - Stage RIGHT and take 3 chairs off stage

ANGER:  We’re supposed to live here?

SADNESS: Do we have to?

DISGUST:  I’m telling you, it smells like something died in here.

FEAR: Can you die from moving?

JOY: Guys, you’re overreacting. Nobody is dy--

DISGUST: A DEAD MOUSE!!!....  I’m gonna be sick...



ANGER:  Great, this is just great.

FEAR:  Ahhh!! It’s the house of the dead! What are we gonna do?! We’re gonna get rabies!!!

- FEAR jumps into ANGER’s arms.

ANGER: GET OFFA ME!!! (puts FEAR down)

SADNESS: Oh, Riley can’t live here.

ANGER: She's right.

DISGUST: It’s the worst, it’s absolutely the worst.

FEAR: Really bad.

ANGER: This house stinks.

DISGUST: It’s the worst place I have ever been in my entire life.

JOY: Hey, it’s nothing our butterfly curtains couldn’t fix. I read somewhere that an empty room
is an opportunity.

ANGER: Where did you read that?

JOY: It doesn’t matter. I read it and it’s great. We’ll put the bed there & the desk over there...

FEAR: The hockey lamp goes there...

ANGER: Ugh Put the chair there.

JOY: Well, the trophy collection goes there.

FEAR: Stars! I like that.

JOY: Now we’re talking! Let’s go get our stuff from the moving van!

- RILEY dashes over to STAGE RIGHT.  - Characters go to console
- ENTER MOM & then DAD on cell phone - from STAGE RIGHT

DAD: Alright. Goodbye. (hangs up phone & looks at MOM)

DAD:  Well, guess what? The moving van won’t be here until Thursday.

MOM: You’re kidding.

FEAR: The van is lost?! This is the worst day ever!

- MOM & DAD continue arguing

MOM: You said it would be here yesterday

DAD: I know that’s what I said. That’s what they told me!

FEAR: Mom and Dad are stressed out!  What are we going to do? This is so stressful



DISGUST: What is their problem?

- DAD’s cell phone rings twice

DAD: (answers phone) Hello?

JOY: Wait. Wha--?

DAD: You’re kidding. All right. Stall for me, I’ll be right there. (hangs up)  The investor’s
supposed to show up on Thursday, not today! I gotta go.

MOM: It's okay. We get it.

DAD: You’re the best. Thanks, Hon.  (to Riley, as he leaves) See you, Sweetie.

FEAR: Dad just left us.

SADNESS: Oh, he doesn’t love us anymore. That’s sad. I should drive, right?

- JOY blocks her from the console.

SADNESS: Joy? What are you doing?

JOY: Uh, just uh, gimme one second...You know what I’ve realized? Riley hasn’t had lunch!

- JOY turns on light bulb

JOY: Remember?

RILEY: Hey I saw a pizza place down the street. Maybe we could try that?

MOM: Pizza sounds delicious!

FEAR/ANGER/DISGUST: Yeah!/Pizza!/Good idea, Joy.

- 2:43 - EXIT:  Characters STAGE LEFT
2:43 - EXIT:  MOM & RILEY - STAGE RIGHT

- **Quickchange Ava into Co B Jazz

TRACK 8b:  Co B Jazz “Call Me For Delivery”

★ DANCE:  CO B JAZZ “Call Me For Delivery”
Ava Schuit, Carleigh Morrier, Libby Nelson, Leah Henry, & Chloe Choist

- 3 dancers enter from STAGE LEFT & 2 (Ava & Libby) from STAGE RIGHT
- 1:58 - Dancers END ON -
- EXIT in BLUE OUT STAGE RIGHT
- BLUE OUT - Ava quick change back to MOM

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 9 - Memory Changes & Jr Tap “I’m Only Happy When It Rains”

- 0:00 - Play track



- ENTER MOM & RILEY - STAGE RIGHT with pizza box
- ENTER ALL EMOTIONS - STAGE RIGHT gathered around MOM & RILEY

ANGER: Pizza!

DISGUST: Yes! Pizza

- RILEY & MOM open the pizza box

FEAR: What the HECK IS THAT?!

JOY: Who puts broccoli on pizza?

DISGUST: That’s it. I’m done.

ANGER: Congratulations, San Francisco, you’ve ruined pizza! 1st the Hawaiians & now YOU!

- MOM & RILEY close the pizza box and sit on edge of STAGE RIGHT. Riley looks sad.
- Characters walk over the console on STAGE LEFT

MOM: What kind of a pizza place only serves one kind of pizza? Must be a San Francisco
thing, huh?  Still, it’s not as bad as the soup at that diner in Nebraska.

RILEY: Oh yeah. The spoon stood up in the soup by itself! That was disgusting.

JOY: Oh good. Family is running.

MOM: The drive out was pretty fun, huh? What was your favorite part?

ANGER: Spitting out the car window!

DISGUST: Definitely not when Dad was singing.

FEAR: Wearing a seat belt!

JOY: What about the time with the dinosaur!

- JOY lights up the memory ball ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color YELLOW

SADNESS/FEAR/ANGER/DISGUST: Yeah./Yup./That’s the one

FEAR: Nice one, Joy.

RILEY: (smiling) I liked that time at the dinosaur. That was pretty funny.

- JOY looks away.  SADNESS touches ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL: Turn to color BLUE

JOY: Wait. What? What happened?

- JOY looks back. Sadness is touching the memory.
- EXIT - RILEY gets up and runs off STAGE RIGHT, followed by MOM with pizza box

FEAR: She did something to the memory.

- JOY tries to fix the memory. (start walking center stage, upstage)



JOY: What did you do?

SADNESS: I just touched it.

JOY: That shouldn’t make it change.

FEAR: Change it back, Joy!

JOY: I’m trying.

ANGER: You can’t change it back?

JOY: No, I guess I can’t!

DISGUST: Good going Sadness. Now when Riley thinks of that moment with Dad, she’s gonna
feel sad. Bravo.

- EXIT: ANGER, DISGUST & FEAR - STAGE LEFT

SADNESS: I’m sorry Joy... I don’t really know-- I thought maybe, if you-- if I-- if... I mean...

- SADNESS starts reaching to touch a core memory.  JOY stops her.

JOY: Sadness! You nearly touched a core memory. And when you touch them, we can’t change
them back!

SADNESS: I know. I’m sorry. Something’s wrong with me. It’s like I’m having a breakdown.

JOY:You are not having a breakdown. It’s stress.

SADNESS: I keep making mistakes like that.  I’m awful...

JOY: Nooo, you’re not.

SADNESS ...and annoying.

JOY: Well uh...You know what? You can’t focus on what’s going wrong. There’s always a way to
turn things around, to find the fun!

SADNESS: Yeah. Find the fun. I don’t know how to do that.

JOY: Okay. Well, try to think of something funny!

SADNESS: Oh! Remember the funny movie where the dog dies?

JOY: Yeah, that’s not...What about that time with Meg, when Riley laughed so hard milk came
out of her nose? I mean come on… (laughing)

SADNESS: Yeah, that hurt. It felt like fire.

JOY: Ok, ok, don’t think of that. Let’s try something else. What are your favorite things to do?

SADNESS: My favorite? Um, well, I like it when we’re outside.



JOY: That’s good! Like there’s the beach and sunshine…Oh! Like that time we buried Dad in
the sand up to his neck?

SADNESS - I was thinking more like rain.

JOY: Rain? Rain...is my favorite too! We can stomp around in puddles...There’s cool umbrellas,
lightning storms...

SADNESS: More like when the rain runs down our back and makes our shoes soggy. And we
get all cold and shivery...and everything just starts feeling droopy...

- SADNESS melts to the floor, crying.

JOY: Oh, hey hey...easy. Why are you crying? That’s really the opposite of what we’re going for
here.

SADNESS: Crying helps me slow down and obsess over the weight of life's problems.

JOY: Ugh, you know what? Let’s think about something else. How about we read some mind
manuals, huh? Sounds fun!

- JOY pulls out a manual from behind the console

SADNESS: I’ve read most of them.

JOY: Well have you read this one? This seems interesting: “Long-Term Memory Retrieval,
Volume 47?”

SADNESS: No.

JOY: Ohhh! A real page turner!

- JOY hands her the manual. SADNESS reacts to the weight of the book.

SADNESS: “Long-Term Memory Data Selection via channel sub-grouping?”

JOY: See? Fun already! You lucky dog, you’re reading these cool things and I gotta go work.
Life is so unfair.

- JOY goes to EXIT - STAGE LEFT. and sighs on her way out
- SADNESS EXITS - STAGE LEFT while reading the manual
- 3:16 - Jr Tap Dancers enter from STAGE LEFT to start ONSTAGE

★ DANCE:  JR & BEGINNER TAP “I’m Only Happy When It Rains”
Jane Bishop, Natalie McAlpine, Evie Shamoun, Abigail Czuba-McKnight,
Elise Kemic & Kallie O’Brien

- 3:21 - Dancers start ONSTAGE with umbrellas
- 5:57 - Dancers end ONSTAFE
- BLUE OUT - Dancers EXIT - STAGE LEFT (except Natalie McAlpine)

** QUICKCHANGE:  Natalie McAlpine - STAGE RIGHT into HIP HOP

TRACK 10a - Bedroom Scene



- BLUE OUT - ENTER JOY, SADNESS, DISGUST, ANGER & FEAR - STAGE LEFT
- BLUE OUT - ENTER RILEY to lay in sleeping bag - STAGE RIGHT
- 0:00 - Play Track
- We can hear DAD talking offstage on his phone about investor’s

RILEY: Mom, Dad….Come kiss me goodnight!

- We hear MOM yell from off-stage “Okay Be Right There! - Riley lays down.

FEAR: Did you hear Dad…He sounded really upset.

- We hear a loud noise.  RILEY acts scared, sits up startled, pulls sleeping bag up.

FEAR: What was that? Was it a bear? It’s a bear!

DISGUST: There are no bears in San Francisco!

ANGER: I saw a really hairy guy. He looked like a bear.

FEAR: Oh, I’m so jumpy, my nerves are shot!

DISGUST: Ew, I don’t want to hear about your nerves!

ANGER: I’ll tell you what it is. This move has been a bust.

FEAR: That’s what I’ve been telling you guys! There are at least 37 things for Riley to be
scared of right now!

DISGUST: The smell alone is enough to make her gag.

ANGER: I can’t believe Mom and Dad moved us here!

JOY: Look, I get it. You guys have concerns. But we’ve been through worse! Tell you what: let’s
make a list of all the things Riley should be HAPPY about!

ANGER: Fine. Let’s see... this house stinks, our room stinks...

DISGUST: Pizza is weird here...

SADNESS: Our friends are back home...

FEAR: And all of our stuff is in the missing van!

JOY: Oh c’mon, it could be worse...

DISGUST: Yeah, Joy. We could be lying on the dirty floor. In a bag.

- We hear another LOUD NOISE ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color PURPLE

FEAR: What was that?

- 1:06 - EXIT RILEY running off scared STAGE RIGHT with sleeping bag
- EXIT - all emotion characters - STAGE LEFT

TRACK 10b”  Ele. Hip Hop “Scared of the Dark”



★ DANCE:  SAT. ELE HIP HOP 2 “Scared of the Dark”
Charlotte Olsen, Keaton Sherwood-Jones, Kate Powers, Sadie Gill,
Poppy Clarke & Natalie McAlpine

- Dancers start OFF STAGE (3 right & 3 left) and ENTER with music
- 2:56 - Dancers end ONSTAGE
- BLUE OUT - Dancers EXIT - STAGE LEFT

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 11 - Bedroom Scene & Ele. Ballet “Nomanisone Island”

- BLUE OUT - ENTER JOY, SADNESS, DISGUST, ANGER & FEAR - STAGE LEFT
- BLUE OUT - ENTER RILEY with sleeping bag
- 0:00 - Play Track and bring lights up

JOY: Okay, I admit it, we had a rough start. But think of all the good things that--

ANGER: No, Joy, there’s absolutely no reason for Riley to be happy right now. Let us handle this.

FEAR: I say we skip school tomorrow and lock ourselves in the bedroom.

DISGUST: We have no clean clothes. I mean, no one should see us.

SADNESS: Yeah, we could cry until we can’t breathe.

ANGER: We should lock the door and scream that curse word we know. It’s a good one!

JOY: Now hold on! Look, we all have our off days. You know, I--

- ENTER MOM from STAGE RIGHT

MOM: Hi honey.

ANGER: The Mom Bad News Train is pulling in! Toot toot!

- Mom sits next to Riley.

MOM: Still no moving van. Now they’re saying it won’t be here ‘til Tuesday, can u believe it?

ANGER: Toot toot toot!

RILEY: Where’s Dad?

MOM: On the phone. This new venture is keeping him pretty busy. Your dad’s a little stressed --
you know, about getting his new company up and running...

ANGER: I rest my case!

ANGER: Now for a few well-placed withering scowls.

- ANGER takes over the console ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color RED

MOM: I guess all I really want to say is: thank you.

ANGER: Huh?



MOM: You know, through all this confusion you’ve stayed...well, you’ve stayed our happy girl!
Your dad’s under a lot of pressure. But if you and I can keep smiling, it would be a big help. We
can do that for him, right?

JOY: Whoa! Well.

- JOY takes over the console ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color YELLOW

RILEY: (smiles) Yeah! Sure.

MOM: What did we do to deserve you? (kisses Riley and goes to exit)...Sweet dreams.

RILEY: Good night.

- EXIT MOM - Stage RIGHT

ANGER: Well, you can’t argue with Mom. “Happy” it is.

FEAR: Team Happy! Sounds great!

DISGUST: I’m totally behind you, Joy.

JOY: Looks like we’re going into REM. I got Dream Duty, so I’ll take care of sending these to
Long Term. Great day today, guys! Sleep well TEAM HAPPY!

- EXIT ANGER, DISGUST, FEAR, SADNESS - STAGE LEFT

JOY: Alright, what's on tonight, Dream Production?

- Dream music plays then scary musid

JOY: Ah, NO, who is in charge of  programming down there?! I know I’m not supposed to do
this, but...

- JOY types some things in on the console

JOY: We are not going to end the day like this.

- 2:10 - ENTER Ele Ballet dancers from STAGE LEFT slowly to take their pose
- 2:10  - RILEY sits up and rubs her eyes and gets out of sleeping bag in her Ballet

costume and walks over to take her opening POSE with the other dancers.
- 2:39 - JOY types something on the console and EXITS - STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  ELEMENTARY BALLET “Nomanisone Island”
Maddie Kemic, Mya Cardy, Addison Carmichael, Winter Huffman, Annabel

- 2:51  - Dancers start ON with music
- 5:05  - Dancers end ONSTAGE - All dancers exit in BLUE OUT
- Sleeping bag must come off STAGE RIGHT

SUPER QUICKCHANGE:  Maddy into Teal lyrical dress on STAGE LEFT
—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 12 - Dream continued & Tiny Toes Ballet “Don’t Worry Be Happy”



- ENTER JOY to STAGE LEFT to console
- 0:00 - Play Track and bring lights up

JOY: Don’t you worry, I’m gonna make sure that tomorrow is another great day… I promise.

- EXIT - JOY STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  TINY TOES BALLET “Don’t Worry Be Happy”
Emily Demarco, Elyse Tymkow & Ellie Lowe  (with Maddie Kemic)

- 0:20 - Dancers start OFF STAGE LEFT and enter with music
- 2:37 - Dancers exit STAGE LEFT with music
- GO to BLUE OUT

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 13a - School Scene

- ENTER ANGER, DISGUST, SADNESS & FEAR - STAGE LEFT
- Characters pretend to be sleeping
- 0:00 - Play Track and bring lights up
- ENTER JOY - STAGE LEFT playing the accordion exuberantly
- The other characters wake up looking grumpy.

JOY: Hello! Did I wake you?

ANGER: DO you have to play that?

JOY: Well, I have to practice. And I don’t think of it as playing so much as hugging.

- JOY puts the accordion in the console.  Characters line up.

JOY: Okay, first day of school! Very, very exciting! I was up late last night figuring out a new
plan. (picks up clipboard to give to FEAR) Here it is.  Fear! I need a list of all the possible
negative outcomes on the first day at a new school.

FEAR: Way ahead of you there. Does anyone know how to spell “meteor?” (exits Stage Left)

JOY: Disgust! Make sure Riley stands out today... but also blends in.

DISGUST: When I’m through, Riley will look so good the other kids will look at their own outfits
and barf. (Exits Stage Left)

JOY: Joy! Yes Joy? You’ll be in charge of the console, keeping Riley happy all day long. And
may I add I love your dress, it’s adorable. Oh, This ol’ thing? Thank you so much, I love the way
it twirls...

JOY: Anger! Unload the daydreams. I ordered extra in case things get slow in class.

ANGER: Might come in handy, if this new school is full of boring useless classes, which it
probably will be…

- ANGER exits STAGE LEFT - (Ruby quickchange STAGE LEFT into musical theater)

JOY: Oh - Sadness! I have a super important job just for you.



SADNESS: Really?

JOY: Mmm-hmmm. Follow me.

- JOY pulls Circle of Sadness hula hoop from console and places it around SADNESS

SADNESS: What are you doing?

JOY: And... there. Perfect. This is Circle of Sadness. Your job is make sure that all the Sadness
stays inside of it the to

SADNESS:  So... you want me to just stand here?

JOY: Hey, it’s not MY place to tell you how to do your job. Just make sure-- (nudging Sadness’
foot back over the line) --ALL the Sadness stays in the circle.

- SADNESS stands there.

JOY: See? You’re a pro at this! Isn’t this fun?!

SADNESS: No.

JOY: Atta girl. Alright everyone, fresh start! We are gonna have a good day, which will turn into
a good week, which will turn into a good year, which turns into a good LIFE!

- 1:28 - ENTER MOM, RILEY with backpack - STAGE RIGHT

MOM: So, the big day! New school, new friends, huh?

RILEY: I know! I’m kinda nervous, but I’m mostly excited! How do I look? Do you like my shirt?
(twirls to show MOM her outfit)

MOM: Very cute! You gonna be okay? You want us to walk with you?

DISGUST: Mom and Dad? With us in public? No thank you.

JOY: I’m on it. (types on keyboard)

RILEY: Nope, I’m fine. Bye Mom!

- MOM, & RILEY act like monkeys

MOM: Have a great day, sweetheart.

- 1:57 - EXIT:  MOM - STAGE RIGHT
- 1:57 - ENTER MUSICAL THEATER dancers enter with chairs (3 stage R & 3 Stage L)

FEAR: Are you sure we want to do this?

- Riley pauses and looks nervous

JOY: In we go!

FEAR: Okayyy! Going in! Yes.



- Riley perks up and walks to take her seat

DISGUST: Okay, we’ve got a group of cool girls at 2 o’clock.

JOY: How do you know?

DISGUST: Double ears pierced, infinity scarf...

JOY: Whoa. Is she wearing eye shadow?

DISGUST: Yeah, we want to be friends with them.

- EXIT:  STAGE LEFT - JOY, FEAR, DISGUST & SADNESS with hula hoop

TRACK 13b - Musical Theatre “Meet The Plastics

★ DANCE:  MUSICAL THEATER “Meet The Plastics”
Maddie K, Addison Carmichael, Annelise Burt, Ruby Abraham, Lily Kelner, Libby

- Dancers start ON STAGE
- 3:04Dancers end ON and move 5 chairs into a semi circle
- Leave lights up

- **Ruby EXITS - STAGE RIGHT with her chair & backpack to change into Tap

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 14a - SCENE:  Crying at School

- ENTER - STAGE LEFT:  JOY, SADNESS with hula hoop,
ENTER - STAGE LEFT:  DISGUST & FEAR with clipboard

FEAR: Almost finished with the potential disasters. Worst scenario is either quicksand,
spontaneous combustion, or getting called on by the teacher. So as long as none of those
happen…

- ENTER TEACHER from STAGE RIGHT

TEACHER: Okay, everybody. We have a new student in class today.

FEAR: Are you kidding me?! Out of the gate? This is not happening!

TEACHER: Riley would you like to tell us something about yourself?

FEAR: Nooooooo! Pretend we can’t speak English!

JOY: Don't worry. I got this. ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL: Turn to color YELLOW

- FEAR cleans up any papers that fall on ground

RILEY: Uhh... okay. My name is Riley Andersen. I’m from Minnesota. And now I live here.

TEACHER: And how about Minnesota?... Can you tell us something about it? Well you
certainly get a lot more snow than we do.



JOY: (laughs)  She’s hilarious! ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color YELLOW

RILEY: Yeah, it gets pretty cold. The lake freezes over, and that’s when we play hockey. I’m on
a great team. We’re called the Prairie Dogs. My friend Meg plays forward. My Dad’s the coach.
Pretty much everyone in my family skates.  It’s a kind of family tradition. We go out on the lake
almost every weekend.

- SADNESS touches ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to color BLUE
- Riley’s smile fades, her brow furrows.

RILEY: Or we did, ‘til I moved away.

FEAR/DISGUST: Huh?/Hey, what gives?/What?

JOY: Hey– Sadness! You touched a memory?! We talked about this.

SADNESS: Oh yeah, I know. I’m sorry.

JOY: Get back in your circle.  Gnnh! What’s going on? Why won’t it eject?!!

- JOY fiddles with the console, but the blue memory won’t move.
- SADNESS gets back in her hula hoop

FEAR: Get it out of there, Joy!

RILEY: (sniffling) We used to play tag and stuff...

DISGUST: Cool kids whispering at 3 o’clock!

- The other kids whisper and stare.

FEAR: Did you see that look?!? They’re judging us!

- JOY tries pulling the memory. FEAR & DISGUST help.

JOY:  Somebody help me. Grab that...everybody...

RILEY: But everything’s different now. Since we moved... (starts crying)

FEAR: Oh no! We’re CRYING AT SCHOOL!!!

- JOY finally pulls the memory ball out of the console
- RILEY sits down abruptly in her chair looking embarrassed.

TEACHER: Thank you, Riley. I know it can be tough moving to a new place, but we're happy to
have you here. Alright everyone, get out your history books and turn to chapter seven.

- BLUE OUT:  EXIT all Musical Theater dancers with chairs
- BLUE OUT:  JOY & Bronwyn take place for Tap dance
- ENTER - Ruby from STAGE RIGHT for TAP dance

TRACK 14b - Teen Tap “It’s Not the Same Anymore”



★ DANCE:  Teen Tap “It’s Not The Same Anymore”
Ruby Abraham, Jessamy O’Keefe, Bronwyn Forbes

- Dancers start ON STAGE
- Dancers end ON -
- Bronwyn & Ruby exit, JOY stays ON STAGE - leave lights up

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 14c - Core Memory Meltdown Scene

- ENTER SADNESS to console STAGE LEFT
- ENTER DISGUST & FEAR to console STAGE LEFT
- 0:00 - Play track
- JOY turns to see SADNESS at the console

JOY: What? No! Sadness, what are you doing?

- She runs to the console to stop Sadness

SADNESS: Oh no, I'm sorry... I... oh...

- STAGE RIGHT - a BLUE memory ball rolls on to the Stage

FEAR: It’s a core memory!

DISGUST: But it’s blue!

- JOY runs to the ball to intercept it

JOY: No wait... stop it! No! Ahh!

- JOY grabs the ball,  SADNESS runs to her to stop her

SADNESS: Joy, no. That’s a core memory, Joy!

- SADNESS tries to take the core memory & they pull back and forth

JOY: Hey! Stop it. Let go.

As they struggle, they KNOCK ALL OF THE CORE MEMORIES OUT onto the floor.

FEAR/DISGUST: The core memories!  Ahh!

JOY: Ahh! No no no no!  (collect the core memories & gets sucked out the tube with SADNE

DISGUST: We have a major problem!

FEAR: Oh! JOY where are you?  (looking in the tube)

Curtain closes slowly —-------------INTERMISSION


